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• Tag and measure protons at ±210 m: AFP (ATLAS Forward Proton),
CT-PPS (CMS TOTEM - Precision Proton Spectrometer)

• All anomalous coupling cross sections computed using the Forward
Physics Monte Carlo (FPMC)

• Sensitivity to high mass central system, X, as determined using
AFP/CT-PPS: Very powerful for exclusive states: kinematical
constraints coming from AFP and CT-PPS proton measurements

• LHC can be used as a γγ collider

• The CMS-TOTEM Precision Proton Spectrometer (CT-PPS) provides an

opportunity for new searches and measurements

• Possibility of a very strong background suppression using intact protons

• Discussion of

1. Short description of CT-PPS

2. First physics results

3. Prospects: Anomalous Couplings, Axion-Like Particles, Dark Matter
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What is CT-PPS?
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What is CT-PPS?

• Joint CMS and TOTEM project: https://cds.cern.ch/record/1753795,
see Fabio’s talk

• LHC magnets bend scattered protons out of the beam envelope

• Detect scattered protons a few mm from the beam (both sides of CMS)

• First data taking in 2016:∼ 15 fb−1

• Joint CMS and TOTEM project1

• LHC magnets bend scattered protons outside of the beam envelope

• Intact protons are detected by Roman Pots

• Protons measured a few mm from the beamline

• Detect protons at about ± 200 m from IP5

• Collected ∼ 55 fb−1 of data, expecting ∼ 100 fb−1 by the end of 2018

1https://cds.cern.ch/record/1753795
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Luminosity Comparison - 2017
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Dilepton Analysis With CT-PPS
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1 Introduction
Proton–proton collisions at the LHC provide for the first time the conditions to study the pro-
duction of particles with masses at the electroweak scale via photon–photon fusion [1, 2]. Al-
though the production of high-mass systems in photon–photon collisions has been observed
by the CMS and ATLAS experiments [3–5], no such measurement exists so far with the simul-
taneous detection of the scattered protons. This paper reports the measurement of the process
pp ! p`+`�p(⇤) in pp collisions at

p
s = 13 TeV, where a pair of leptons (` = e, µ) with

mass m(`+`�) > 110 GeV is reconstructed in the central CMS apparatus, one of the protons
is detected in the CMS–TOTEM precision proton spectrometer (CT–PPS), and the second pro-
ton either remains intact or is excited and then dissociates into a low-mass state, indicated by
the symbol p⇤, and escapes undetected. Such a final state receives contributions from exclu-
sive, pp ! p`+`�p, and semiexclusive, pp ! p`+`�p⇤, processes (Fig. 1 left, and center).
Central exclusive dilepton production is interesting because deviations from the theoretically
well-known cross section may be an indication of new physics [6–8], whereas central semiex-
clusive processes constitute a background to the exclusive reaction when the final-state protons
are not measured.

(Semi)exclusive dilepton production has been previously studied at the Fermilab Tevatron and
at the CERN LHC, but at lower masses and never with a proton tag [9–14]. In this paper,
forward protons are reconstructed in CT–PPS, a near-beam magnetic spectrometer that uses
the LHC magnets between the CMS interaction point (IP) and detectors in the TOTEM area
about 210 m away on both sides of the IP [15]. Protons that have lost a small fraction of their
momentum are bent out of the beam envelope, and their trajectories are measured.

Central dilepton production is dominated by the diagrams shown in Fig. 1, in which both
protons radiate quasi-real photons that interact and produce the two leptons in a t-channel
process. The left and center diagrams result in at least one intact final-state proton, and are
considered as signal in this analysis. The CT–PPS acceptance for detecting both protons in
“exclusive” pp ! p`+`�p events (the left diagram) starts only above m(`+`�) ⇡ 400 GeV,
where the standard model cross section is small. By selecting events with only a single tagged
proton, the sample contains a mixture of lower mass exclusive and single-dissociation (pp !
p`+`�p⇤, “semiexclusive”) processes with higher cross sections. The right diagram of Fig. 1 is
considered background, and contributes if a proton from the diffractive dissociation is detected,
or if a particle detected in CT–PPS from another interaction in the same bunch crossing (pileup),
or from beam-induced background is wrongly associated with the dilepton system. A pair of
leptons from a Drell–Yan process can also mimic a signal event if detected in combination with
a pileup proton.
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Figure 1: Production of lepton pairs by gg fusion. The exclusive (left), single proton dissoci-
ation or semiexclusive (middle), and double proton dissociation (right) topologies are shown.
The left and middle processes result in at least one intact final-state proton, and are considered
signal in this analysis. The rightmost diagram is considered to be a background process.

First observation of the process at high

mass using intact protons (> 5.1σ)

Performed at normal optics and pileup

conditions

Proof that the alignment, optics, trigger,

proton tagging, etc are working
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Figure 11: Correlation between the fractional values of the proton momentum loss measured in
the central dilepton system, x(`+`�), and in the RPs, x(RP), for both RPs in each arm combined.
The 45 (left) and 56 (right) arms are shown. The hatched region corresponds to the kinematical
region outside the acceptance of both the near and far RPs, while the shaded (pale blue) region
corresponds to the region outside the acceptance of the near RP. For the events in which a
track is detected in both, the x value measured at the near RP is plotted. The horizontal error
bars indicate the uncertainty of x(RP), and the vertical bars the uncertainty of x(`+`�). The
events labeled “out of acceptance” are those in which x(µ+µ�) corresponds to a signal proton
outside the RP acceptance; in these events a background proton is detected with nonmatching
kinematics.
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Figure 12: Expected acceptance regions in the rapidity vs. invariant mass plane overlaid with
the observed dimuon (closed circles) and dielectron (open circles) signal candidate events. The
“double-arm acceptance” refers to exclusive events, pp ! p`+`�p. Following the CMS con-
vention, the positive (negative) rapidity region corresponds to the 45 (56) LHC sector.

continuously operating a near-beam proton spectrometer at a high-luminosity hadron collider.

2

2arXiv:1803.04496
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Anomalous Quartic Gauge Couplings

• Photon induced processes

• Exclusive processes with intact protons

• Protons at very forward η ranges

• CT-PPS provides the best sensitivity to anomalous couplings
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Motivations For AQGCs

• BSM Physics by studying electroweak symmetry breaking

• Predicted by Composite Higgs and Extra-Dimensional models

• Couplings can be probed independently of models

• Axion-like particles3, Polarizable Dark Particle4

3arXiv:1708.00443v2
4arXiv:1609.01762v1
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Backgrounds

• Requesting two protons identified in forward detectors + two converted photons

in central detector

• All backgrounds considered (DPE diphoton production, H→ γγ, exclusive γγ

production, dilepton + dijet misidentification, PU, Drell-Yan, ...)5

• Pileup is the main source of background

5JHEP 02, 165 (2015)
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Pile Up at the LHC

• The LHC collides packets of protons

• PU causes interference from particles generated at unrelated vertices

• For conditions of the LHC in 2016, can have up to 50 PU
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Dealing With Pile Up
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6JHEP 02, 165 (2015)
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Dealing With Pile Up

Virtually no background after selection cuts7

7JHEP 02, 165 (2015)
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Search For Axion-Like Particles (ALP)

Study the production of axion-like particles via photon exchange with proton tagging

CT-PPS provides a new sensitivity at

high ALP mass

Existing limits on the Axion Like Particle

from

8

8
arXiv:1708.00443v2
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Summary

• With its 2016 operation, CT-PPS has proven for the first time the

feasibility of operating a near-beam proton spectrometer at a high

luminosity hadron collider on a regular basis

• First observation of γγ → `` with single proton tag

• Prospects for anomalous couplings, ALP searches, and dark matter

• PPS has ∼ 55 fb−1 and is acquiring more in 2018

Justin Williams EDSU 2018 13 / 13
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Backup slides - Dilepton Distributions
6.2 Matching central and proton variables 11
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Figure 9: Dimuon (left) and dielectron (right) invariant mass (top) and rapidity (bottom), after
all central-detector criteria are applied, in pp collisions at 13 TeV. Points with error bars indicate
the measured data (with statistical uncertainties only), and the stacked histograms show the
different simulated contributions for signal and backgrounds (with statistical uncertainty of
similar size as the data). The lower panel in each plot shows the ratio of the data to the sum of
all signal and background predictions.

estimated from the leptons as:

x(`+`�) =
1p

s

h
pT(`+)e±h(`+) + pT(`�)e±h(`�)

i
, (4)

where the two solutions for ±h correspond to the protons moving in the ±z direction.

The formula is exact for exclusive events, but holds also for the single-dissociation case, as illus-
trated with LPAIR simulated events in Fig. 10; in this case only one of the two possible solutions
will correspond to the direction of the intact proton. Studies with LPAIR indicate that a mass
of the dissociating system larger than about 400 GeV is needed in order to produce a deviation
comparable to the expected x(`+`�) resolution of about 3% (4%) for dimuons (dielectrons).
The latter is obtained from simulation, with an additional smearing to account for residual
data–simulation differences. The LPAIR simulation also indicates that the minimum mass of
the dissociating system required to generate activity in the CMS tracker is about 50 GeV; the
fraction of dissociative events above this threshold is of a few percent.

To be considered as signal candidates, events are further required to have a value of x(`+`�)
within the CT–PPS coverage. The minimum value of x observed in an inclusive sample of
dilepton-triggered events, with no selection to enhance gg production, is used. Numerically
this corresponds to:

ξ
(
`+`−

)
=

1√
s

[
pT
(
`+) e±η(`+) + pT

(
`−
)
e±η(`−)

]



Backup slides - Event Selection

• Request pair of opposite sign leptons with

• pT > 50 GeV

• M`` > 110 GeV (Above Z boson peak)

• Selection based on the acoplanarity and cleanliness of the dilepton vertex



Backup slides - Dilepton Analysis in CT-PPS
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Figure 11: Correlation between the fractional values of the proton momentum loss measured in
the central dilepton system, x(`+`�), and in the RPs, x(RP), for both RPs in each arm combined.
The 45 (left) and 56 (right) arms are shown. The hatched region corresponds to the kinematical
region outside the acceptance of both the near and far RPs, while the shaded (pale blue) region
corresponds to the region outside the acceptance of the near RP. For the events in which a
track is detected in both, the x value measured at the near RP is plotted. The horizontal error
bars indicate the uncertainty of x(RP), and the vertical bars the uncertainty of x(`+`�). The
events labeled “out of acceptance” are those in which x(µ+µ�) corresponds to a signal proton
outside the RP acceptance; in these events a background proton is detected with nonmatching
kinematics.
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Figure 12: Expected acceptance regions in the rapidity vs. invariant mass plane overlaid with
the observed dimuon (closed circles) and dielectron (open circles) signal candidate events. The
“double-arm acceptance” refers to exclusive events, pp ! p`+`�p. Following the CMS con-
vention, the positive (negative) rapidity region corresponds to the 45 (56) LHC sector.

continuously operating a near-beam proton spectrometer at a high-luminosity hadron collider.

• 12 events have ξ(µµ) consistent with RP acceptance9 and matching with the

proton kinematics

• 8 events have ξ(ee) consistent with RP acceptance and matching with the

proton kinematics

• Background: 1.49±0.07(stat)± 0.53(syst) µµ; 2.36± 0.09(stat)±0.47(syst) ee

• Combined events > 5.1σ over background

9arXiv:1803.04496



Backup slides - Dilepton Events in CT-PPS
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Figure 11: Correlation between the fractional values of the proton momentum loss measured in
the central dilepton system, x(`+`�), and in the RPs, x(RP), for both RPs in each arm combined.
The 45 (left) and 56 (right) arms are shown. The hatched region corresponds to the kinematical
region outside the acceptance of both the near and far RPs, while the shaded (pale blue) region
corresponds to the region outside the acceptance of the near RP. For the events in which a
track is detected in both, the x value measured at the near RP is plotted. The horizontal error
bars indicate the uncertainty of x(RP), and the vertical bars the uncertainty of x(`+`�). The
events labeled “out of acceptance” are those in which x(µ+µ�) corresponds to a signal proton
outside the RP acceptance; in these events a background proton is detected with nonmatching
kinematics.
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Figure 12: Expected acceptance regions in the rapidity vs. invariant mass plane overlaid with
the observed dimuon (closed circles) and dielectron (open circles) signal candidate events. The
“double-arm acceptance” refers to exclusive events, pp ! p`+`�p. Following the CMS con-
vention, the positive (negative) rapidity region corresponds to the 45 (56) LHC sector.

continuously operating a near-beam proton spectrometer at a high-luminosity hadron collider.

• Dilepton invariant mass and rapidity within expected range of acceptance

• Highest mass events - 342 GeV (µµ), 917 GeV (ee)

• Demonstrates excellent performance of CT-PPS and potential for high-mass

(proton-tagged) exclusive measurements



Backup slides - CT-PPS Alignment

• Roman Pots move and beam position changes

• RPs moved very close to beam for alignment fill

• Alignment fill → Physics fill → Correction

• Total uncertainty is 150 µm



Backup slides - Polarizable Dark Particles

• The 4γ coupling is proposed as a method to search for a dark matter

candidate

• Polarizable dark particles automatically induce loops with four external

photon legs

• Potential to be discovered at 5σ at the LHC

10

10Shining Light On Polarizable Dark Particles. arXiv:1609.01762v1
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